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I probably just overlooked it, but where can I find an explanation at to what each of the?? I don't
really think there is one. I know XK means we're gone, the earth is gone and shit is ruined, CK is
basically a mass extinction event, but the planet is still viable for life, I think. No, there's no
hard-and-fast definition of either; like much of Foundation, it's left to the imagination. XK is
generally taken to mean: "Oh fuck, this is the end of everything. In any case, you're not going to
find a specific definition. But yeah, the different scenarios are left deliberately vague, just to
signify a variety of worst-case scenarios. But I'm just guessing. I've always liked that the
Foundation had a ratings system for end-of-the-world scenarios. I don't know if I'd like to see it
codified the way Safe, Euclid and Keter are though. Some things are better left expunged.
Something kinda funny. So today I've kinda taken to reading the 'discussion' pages on different
SCPs and I was reading the discussion for and there's a whole conversation about xk and other
end-of-the-world scenarios. I can understand the reason for leaving it vague, but maybe there
should be some kind of standardization for writing purposes. Like first letter is the type of
scenario viral outbreak, environmental contamination, temporal paradox, etc. XK was originally
a designation for a "end of earth" scenario in keeping with or as a direct result of a major
religious event or artifact. It grew to mean more of a "salted earth" sort of situation, so it's a
good example of a concept evolution. I always took the letter designations to be some kind of
very cryptic acronym. In canon, such as it is, it's easy to see how these things could be VERY
unregulated. Speaking as a former cube-slave, policies change a LOT, and for very little reason.
Systems are upgraded, replaced, or phased out. Management has a "new filing stratagem",
Updates based on new informationâ€¦it doesn't take much to muck up a naming convention. It's
easy to say that the somewhat jumbled systems may be the result of rapid policy change, and
some file sections just didn't get updated in the switch. Incidentally, and totally off topic, this
brings me to how I wedge the SCP website itself in to canon. The Foundation is undergoing a
updating with the times. Their former all-paper records are all being scanned and placed in to a
central database for ease of access in emergenciesâ€¦and someone in that chain is collecting
and dumping copies on to the public at large. A very fun questionâ€¦Agent gone rouge? Some
faceless office flunky who wants the world to know? If it helps, Fishmonger used to have a
section on his profile page about K-class scenarios. Copypasta'd because he removed it:. Clef,
Kondraki, and myself and probably others have all made references to this Class of disaster,
and unfortunately we've all done it patently differently. The best explanation is that the world as
we know it is fundamentally changed in some manner which renders all previous measures of
"normal" irrelevant. It may mean a significant change in the timeline at a critical point in human
development; it may mean that the physical laws of the universe work differently. This is
probably the most vague of the K-class scenarios, but it does have the dubious benefit of being
one that ensures there will be some kind of universe. I'll explain later. Most mutation viruses
clockwork, zombie, etc. The most awful and finite of the K-classes, this scenario not only
destroys Earth, all Gods and Powers, and everything else in the multiverse, but also the site this
is written on and all of you reading it. It's like Dhalgren gone horribly, impossibly wrong; a
fictional disaster so awesome and powerful that it even obliterates the author. There were a few
more scenarios brainstormed in the original topic: Foundation Universe: "K" class scenarios.
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Reply Options. Unfold XK, CK, etc-class scenario The Raven 14 Apr Sophia Light 14 Apr
Leicontis 14 Apr Sorts 14 Apr I know my idea will be rent asunder, but I'm just throwing it out
there. Dr Gears 15 Apr Actuallyâ€¦ XK was originally a designation for a "end of earth" scenario
in keeping with or as a direct result of a major religious event or artifact. Kimura Okagawa 15
Apr D7ag0nX 26 Nov New Post. Permanent Link Edit Delete. Unless otherwise stated, the
content of this page is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3. Bidirectional
Transformations. CST A. Morphopedics Where Technology and Orthopedics Collides. Click here
to edit contents of this page. Click here to toggle editing of individual sections of the page if
possible. Watch headings for an "edit" link when available. Append content without editing the
whole page source. If you want to discuss contents of this page - this is the easiest way to do it.
Change the name also URL address, possibly the category of the page. Notify administrators if
there is objectionable content in this page. Something does not work as expected? Find out
what you can do. General Wikidot. K-Class Scenarios are hypothetical situations that could
have drastic effects on normality or reality, including the end of the world. The Foundation
games out what can happen in these events, and authors on the wiki often reference these
contingency plansâ€¦ or times they have failed. Do you want to help? Please do! This is a
collaboration. See the steps below:. So you want to add or update a definition? Maybe you were

the author of a one-off or inconsistent-use scenario, or maybe you want to update a primary
definition that is out of date. Or, you know, if it could be better. Go for it! Just remember:. Each
of these letter combinations have been used at least twice on the wiki. They are presented
alphabetically by K-Class followed by non-K designations and oddities. GH gets to be special by
seniority. Some of these links just say "AK-class end of the world" without defining it.
Alternative titles: AK-class "madness" end of the world scenario. Typically occurs 1 to 3 years
after an unspecified human extinction event or SK-Class Dominance Shift. These can be radical,
broad changes representing a true end of the world, or small "localized" changes. Sometimes
just obliviated due to complete memetic replacement or corruption. This is often used for
self-replicating SCPs which could cause extensive contamination to the planet. Alternative
titles: RK-class "out-competition" restructuring scenario listed as different than CK, but no
detail. But like a broken vase, the repaired timeline is flawed, with events that don't line up and
things that happened without a cause. Religious apocalypse, humanity destroyed, Earth
destroyed, the universe destroyed, etc. Some XK scenarios may fit well under other scenarios,
such as ZK, but these definitions aren't mandatory. Usually due to physics stuff or an SCP that
annihilates things by nature. Sometimes this happens in a limited "localized" area. Originally
used in physics-heavy articles but may have graduated to broader use. See the Broken
Masquerade canon for a possible aftermath. Clef Contained Christmas! These scenarios were
created for the Doomsday Contest. If you were a team member for a scenario, please feel free to
provide a definition or otherwise update your apocalypse! Also maybe double-check links,
some of these SCP numbers were very similar. I just used the hub out of laziness - expediency.
Used by the Shark Punching Centre. In Team Bird, this occurred only after Thoth â€” a hostile
avian deity who deemed humanity a fallen race â€” banished human consciousness as
punishment and allowed an alien, avian meme to take its place. Later corresponded with the
transformation of humans into bird-like abominations. Scenario: The Threat Hub: Project
Palisade Hub Used in: 3 SCPs, 5 Tales, 1 Other Definition: A scenario involving The Threat, or
THE WORM yes it has to be written in allcaps, that's literally a thing in one of the articles ; a
multiversal entity beyond human comprehension that can instantly destroy universes, that may
or may not be a discarded weapon from a war between even more incomprehensible entities.
One particular iteration of the SCP foundation attempts to keep it away from their universe by
making an uncountable number of parallel universes. These are past lists where people have
either tried to catalog K-Class scenarios or made up definitions for them. Feel free to add links!
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There's no consistent logic to it. Scenario was used about 4 times as often as event in my initial
search. Capitalization XK-Class Endâ€¦, XK-class endâ€¦ and truncation end-of-the-world, "end
of the world", end of the world don't seem to have any set standard. So you want to link an
article? Please, please do this! My initial scraping only covered tagged SCPs, so tales and other
articles need attention. If the article uses an existing prefix and fits a common definition, just
add the link and update the count SCPs, Tales, Others. Maybe add the Alternative title if it's new
and sounds cool. Just remember: Definitions should be usage -based. Only create or update
definitions to fit their use in articles. If the usage and title is really different from its current
prefix, consider adding it to "Inconsistent Uses". It helps if you add a note down in the "Short
description of changes:" before you hit "Save" Do not add definitions without a successful,
linked article! For one-off scenarios and versions seen only in -Js, scroll down. No consistent
usage. End of Death Hub. Tagged k-class, but could not find a specific scenario. One-Offs Joke
scenarios Links to past lists Scenarios that have only appeared in one article. Most frequently
caused by the malfunction of Temporal Distortion Engines. Based on the archetype of "The
Flood"; a biblical flood composed of milk. Scenarios or versions that only appear in Joke SCPs.
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toggle editing of individual sections of the page if possible. Watch headings for an "edit" link
when available. Append content without editing the whole page source. If you want to discuss
contents of this page - this is the easiest way to do it. Change the name also URL address,
possibly the category of the page. Notify administrators if there is objectionable content in this
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y one author, humanity gets absorbed. Imminent alteration of reality or eradication of all human
life is caused by the interaction between two anomalous objects of a radically different type.
Rare and non-apocalyptic event in which the timeline branches into two parallel causalities.
Witnessed only in a dream. The subversion or dismantlement of humanity's religious
institutions and dogmatic beliefs en masse. The inadvertent containment breach of SCP,
resulting in universal supremacy of Death and the probability of life's continuation becoming
approximately zero. The destruction or failure of an anomaly management group, typically
resulting in other K-Class scenarios. Your guess is as good as mine, but it probably isn't
pleasant, and the O5 council deems it bad enough to intentionally start an XK-class scenario in
responce. An entity known only as SCP-OO1-J is unleashed, leaving the foundation to enact
pointless and annoying containment procedures due to The Administrator's misanthropy.

